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Allasso Recycling provide allcrete ready mix concrete and floor screed to term maintenance 

providers, utility contractors, trade and residential customers. We offer a range of mix designs and 

compressive strength classes.  
“Mixed on demand deliveries from 0.5m3 ” 

Available Products 

 Ready Mix Concrete  
 
 Screed 
 
 Roller Compacted Concrete (RCC) 
 
 Foamed Concrete 
 
 Flowable Backfill for fill/reinstatements 
 
 CBS (Cement Bound Sand) 

allcrete is available for collection  

and delivery from  our centres 

and on a national contract basis 

through our mobile volumetric 

mixing plants or 400 tonnes per 

hour RCC plants. 

Using volumetric continuous mix mobile batching plants we 

can offer the flexibility unattainable by traditional drum 

mixers. We can offer deliveries from 0.5m3 upwards with 

zero wastage, along with the ability to have several different 

mix designs discharged on a single delivery, reducing travel, 

downtime, emissions and cost. 

“Up to 100% Recycled Aggregate ” 

At the heart of our business is sustainability. Allasso can provide allcrete concretes that incorporate 

recycled aggregates and low carbon cement solutions reducing the embodied carbon of your project, 

please see our allcrete RA range. 

allcrete  
Ready Mix Concrete 

To discuss your requirements or for technical 

assistance please contact us at 

info@allassorecycling.co.uk or 01933 

420555. 

 Always Fresh Material 
 
 The Right Quantity Every Time 
 
 Concrete can be mixed on-site, 

with no risk of over ordering 
 
 The individual ingredients that 

make up the concrete mix are 
stored in separate compartments, 
allowing the mix to be tailored to on
-site requirements or altered due to 
changing weather conditions 

 
 Only what’s needed is mixed, 

meaning no waste of materials 

 High Quality -  Produced under UKAS ISO9001  quality management 
to BS8500 with the latest in processing and batching technology to 
ensure a high quality product 

 Volumetric mixers can store up to 10m3 – almost double the amount 
of traditional drum mixers 

 
 Only the amount required is paid for 
 
 Recycled aggregate mixes available 
 
 Low Carbon Cement Solutions 

Allasso can provide bespoke mix design and plant 

solutions, so whether it be a mix design for a specific 

scheme, pump solution or mobilisation of a mixing plant 

dedicated to your contract, or project for long or short 

term use, Allasso can provide the solution . 

The Benefits 
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